
CONTOUR AND DENSITY PLOTS

As we begin our study of partial differntial equations, we will learn how to use Fourier series
and Legendre Polynomials to find solutions to problems that arise frequently in physics.

Consider the problem described on p. 623 of Boas.  A semi - infinite plate of width 10 cm has its
bottom edge heated to 100 degrees (or its bottom edge held at a potential of 100 V) while the
other two sides are at 0 K (or 0 V).  What is the temperature (or potential distribution) through-
out the plate.  The solution (which looks a lot like a Fourier sine series) is :
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We can verify this solution by checking its computed value of T (5, 5) against the value of 26.1
C given by Boas :

In[16]:= t5, 5  N

Out[16]= 26.0964

and find that there is good agreement.

Contour Plots
  
We can easily compute values of T (x, y) anywhere in the plate; but if we want to see what the
solutions look like, we can use the ContourPlot command :
  



In[11]:= tx_, y_ : 400  SumExpn  y 10 Sinn  x 10 n, n, 1, 51, 2
ContourPlottx, y, x, 0, 10, y, 0, 10

Out[12]=

If you type this into your notebook, scroll your mouse over the contour lines; notice that the
value of the contour appears.  You can have the contour labels appear explicitly :

In[14]:= ContourPlottx, y, x, 0, 10, y, 0, 10, ContourLabels  All

Out[14]=

2   contourplot.nb



Does this distribution of temperatures seem physically realistic to you?  What do you expect the
temperature to be as y -> ¶?  

What happens if the plate is not infinitely long but is only 30 cm long (while still 10 cm wide)?
The solution for the temperature distribution is :
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Write this temperature distribution as a Mathematica function and plot using the ContourPlot
command; plot x on the interval 0 < x < 10, and y on the interval 0 < y < 30.  How much is the
temperature at (5, 5) affected?  What does this imply about the validity of using the semi - infi-
nite approximation in these types of Laplace equation problems?

If you don' t like the purple haze used in the default plots, you have your choice of a variety of
colors via the use of ColorFunction :

In[24]:= ContourPlottx, y, x, 0, 10,

y, 0, 10, ColorFunction  "BlueGreenYellow"

Out[24]=

or if you prefer :

contourplot.nb   3



In[27]:= ContourPlottx, y, x, 0, 10,

y, 0, 10, ColorFunction  "NeonColors"

Out[27]=

Density Plots

A related graphic is the density plot, which also shows variations in values as a function of a
color gradient :

In[28]:= DensityPlottx, y, x, 0, 10, y, 0, 10

Out[28]=

4   contourplot.nb



What differences can you see between the output of contour plot vs. density plot.  DensityPlot
also allows different colors to be used, so we could show this as :

In[30]:= DensityPlottx, y, x, 0, 10, y, 0, 10, ColorFunction  "Rainbow"

Out[30]=

In[33]:= DensityPlottx, y, x, 0, 10,

y, 0, 10, ColorFunction  "SunsetColors"

Out[33]=

or from the sublime to the :

contourplot.nb   5



In[34]:= DensityPlottx, y, x, 0, 10,

y, 0, 10, ColorFunction  "FruitPunchColors"

Out[34]=

Search for "color schemes" in the online documentation center for several dozen color scheme
options.

6   contourplot.nb


